
peoplemap: vision

peoplemap is a 
collective intelligence platform
peoplemap uses a graph 

database to capture information 
in a network-centric way

peoplemap is built around 
collectively-managed pages 

which enable communication

peoplemap is a visual 
metaphor which makes 

complex data comprehensible

peoplemap is a collaborative platform which 
uses social media principles to enable the 

formation of collective perspectives

peoplemap is an open source platform currently under development.  For more information, go to http://github.com/sashaagafono�/peoplemap
To see a live instance of the current version of the platform, go to http://peoplemap.404.com.au/



peoplemap: core concepts

Search helps us �nd existing nodes in the 
system, to reuse them in the current page

Adding Nodes & Links

Manual Entry is the primary 
means of adding nodes to a page

References connect nodes to external 
content, such as Twitter, Facebook, blogs, 
static web content, or search execution 
criteria.

Nodes are the foundation of 
peoplemap - the core data around 
which everything works - people, 
places, organisations, events.

Links are the connectors which 
explain how nodes are related in a 
rich way eg link type, link dates, 
notes about the link itself.

Annotations are the descriptors we attach 
as users to add meaning and context to the 
visualisation.

“ab cdef ghij klm nop 
qrstuv wxyz” 

Core System Data

Groups are the way that users can 
organise nodes into intuitive visual 
sets, to di�erentiate them from 
other nodes in the wider datatset.

Groups
Pages are collective views of collections of nodes, 
whether linked or not.  These provide thematic 
perspectives into core system data (nodes and 
links), allowing multiple pages to reuse nodes.  
Thematic relationships can be discovered by 
analysing which pages share common nodes.

Pages

peoplemap is an open source platform currently under development.  For more information, go to http://github.com/sashaagafono�/peoplemap
To see a live instance of the current version of the platform, go to http://peoplemap.404.com.au/



peoplemap: the role of the page

In peoplemap, a page is a view which o�ers a 
perspective into what is a more complex network 
of linked data.  It is a way of allowing multiple 
views into the same underlying data. 
One way in which to think about a page is as a 
business perspective... essentially it performs an 
ordering function that sits on top of a highly 
complex underlying model

What is a Page?

Core Data
Business Data

Our business data is what we use to construct 
themes on top of core data: structured text, 
visualisations, comments, communities of users.  
These may bring together unlinked sets of nodes 
into a single view.

Our core data is the set of nodes and edges that 
form our model: people, organisations, events, 
locations and references, along with a rich set of 
link data that connects these nodes together.  
This is a basic model of reality, which can be 
reused across multiple datasets.

Business Data vs Core Data

peoplemap is an open source platform currently under development.  For more information, go to http://github.com/sashaagafono�/peoplemap
To see a live instance of the current version of the platform, go to http://peoplemap.404.com.au/



Main User Interface

DATA ENTRY & 
VISUALISATION

STATS

GROUP 
SYNTHESIS

ACTIONS

PAGE TITLE, ADDITIONAL METADATA

Stats Summary

Dataset Commentary

TITLE

Group paged content (wiki-based 
management) facilitates the formation of a 
centralised synthesis about the main 
dataset

Comment/Rating widget

CHAT

Action Menu

Collaborator List

Manage pages, 
contributors, 
account settings, 
etc

List of 
contributors to/ 
followers of this 
page, facilitate 
chat/messaging

Network Visualisation

Provides radial, tree and circle data 
layout with user-movable objects.  
Outlying network nodes are 
retrievable from the underlying graph 
data, but the primary emphasis is as a 
data editing tool (add nodes, links 
(edges), annotations)

Geospatial Visualisation

Provides geospatial visualisation of 
data, enhanced by capabilities such 
as link (edge) visualisation and 
time-based �ltering. Also allows for 
node and link creation.

Timeline Visualisation

Provides timeline visualisation to 
show event sequences.  Also allows 
for node and link creation.

History of changes to data, 
and by whom.  This is 
presented in an iconic/ 
graphical shorthand with 
UI triggers for more detail 
(eg text changes, etc)

peoplemap: overview of main user interface



peoplemap: visualisation panel
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peoplemap is an open source platform currently under development.  For more information, go to http://github.com/sashaagafono�/peoplemap
To see a live instance of the current version of the platform, go to http://peoplemap.404.com.au/



Social Annotation will become a central focus 
of the UI, with users maintaining paged 
collections of data called pages. 

Users will be able to collaborate in building 
pages, with wiki-style governance over content.

peoplemap: lessons learned from protoype 1

Data Entry is disconnected from the 
visualisation experience.  Nodes and 
links are added/edited from a separate 
part of the UI.

Ine�cient Code causes unnecessary 
thrashing,  eg retrieve all nodes in the 
database,  GraphML generation, 
relationship description builders, etc.  

Visualisations are pure derivations of 
underlying networked data, and being 
very raw, o�er little opportunity for user 
annotation or thematic 
collation/presentation of unlinked sets.

More e�cient retrieval methods will make server 
operations much faster. Some business rules could be 
tasked to the UI component (eg node types, link types) 
rather than intensive server-side operations, such as link 
de�nition XML lookup, etc.  

Heavy o�enders like GraphML generation will be revised, 
and the current practice of retrieving all nodes in a show 
page will be removed.

Data Entry will only be done from the 
visualisation UI.  Linking will be done using a link 
tool which provides an intuitive selection and 
highlighting work�ow.  Search will be integrated 
with node creation work�ow to reduce record 
duplication

Link

Edit

Delete

New Copy



An external reference is some external 
URL (eg web page, Twitter/FB feed, RSS 
feed, search query.  Update frequency may 
be set for regular retrieval (eg Twitter).

peoplemap: revised data model

peoplemap is an open source platform currently under development.  For more information, go to http://github.com/sashaagafono�/peoplemap
To see a live instance of the current version of the platform, go to http://peoplemap.404.com.au/

Organisation
Name
Sector
Industry
Size
Notes

Core Data
Business Data

Event
Title
Description
Event Type
Start Date
Start Time
End Date
End Time
Notes

Location
Apt O�ce Number
Street Number
Street Name
Street Type
Suburb
City
Country
Postcode
Notes

Person
Title
First Name
Other Names
Surname
Date of Birth
Sex
Notes

Reference
Reference Type
Reference Value

Page
Title
Description
Keywords
Categories

Link
Link Type
Start Date
End Date
Notes

Comment
Comment Text
User

External Reference
Reference Type
Value
Update Frequency

User
Username
Password
Email
Full Name

NOTES:
1. All entities will implictly carry a timestamp (Date Created, Last Updated)
2. Need an approach to maintaining revision history for all objects
3. Attributes marked in bold are mandatory

A reference is any additional piece of data 
which does not sit within the other core data 
object categories, such as phone numbers, 
email addresses, website addresses (ie this 
person’s blog, that company’s website), etc.

A link is a formal articulation of a 
relationship between core data 
objects.  This provides a rich 
narrative for explaining how core 
data objects are related to one 
another.

A comment is a short piece of plain 
text attached by a user to any 
(most) other object in the system, 
the collection of which forms a 
comment stream.

A page is used to support the articulation 
of topics/themes relating to core data.  It is 
primarily a device for supporting multiple 

views into core data and supporting 
conversations about those views.

A user is the user account for any 
person who has registered for 

access to edit data in the system.

A location is an address (or perhaps 
Lat/Long if needed).  This would 
primarily  be used for people, 
organisations or events.

An event is anything with a 
date/time context, whether a 

decision, conversation, 
action, corporate event, etc.

An organisation is 
anything from a loose 

collective to a government 
entity or corporation.

A person is any person 
whom we wish to track 

in the system.


